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$ 1. Introduction 
We define the cwc of d ring K to be the su bring 
where “ring” hcnccfurth means ‘%ommutativC ring with 1” and @ = CQ . This 
notron has previously arisen in the study of derivations [ 7, p. 2 1 1 1, [ 5, p. 1 f&l ; 
and in that context the elements of CR would be called “the constants for the 
derivations from R to bimodules” (see 2.7). Chores art: of interest in nlgebraic 
topology because one can often replace a coef’ficient ring by its ~ctre; indeed. we 
shaU prove (. ;cis,: 
Ci). A map,< : .X -3 Y of spaces induces an isomorphism 1; : Ha (X: R) * W,i Y; R ) 
lf and only if-f; : N,(X;cK)=s:HJY;cR1. 
(b). For the homotopy spectrai sequence [Z] of a space X with coefficients in 
a ring R, the inclusion CR C R induces isomvrphisms 
(iii). For the R-completion 141 of 3 connected space X, the inclusion CR C R 
induces a homotopy equivalence (CR ), X -+ R,X. 
It turns out that very few rings can serve as cores, and our first goal is to obtain 
a complete description ( § 2, § 3) of them ail. 
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g 2. Cores and sotid rings 
are precisely the ones Which can occur as cores because: 
is tbliows immediately using the next lemmst, wbse long proof wiff be given 
!Gte that the core of a ring is the mauima solid subring, and. thus the norions of 
“Cor$** rd “solid rtng” determine ach other. 
l 
,d rmrfi9r sdidity. A ring R IS sohd if and only if the multiplication map 
R - R is an isilxnorphism. Moreover, if R is solid and M is an R-module, then 
ultrpkatmn map R QD M + 194 is an isomorphism. Thus the forgetful functor 
s the eateg~y of R-modules as a full subcategory of abelkn groups. The 
rafter can prove these results directly from the definitkms. 
Using the above test one gets 
(0). The cyclic rings 2, for 18 2 2. 
(I& The subnngs of the ration&, i.e. the rings 2 [J-- f 1 for any set J of primes, 
UC Z [J-- i f consists of those rationafs whose denominators involve only primes 
inJ. 
t 1111. The product rings 2 [J-- f J X Zn where each prime fact or of n is in J. 
Y’o obtain more examples one coufd try to use: 
2.6. Cdmsm.4c.tions which preserve solidity 
C t ).. A quotient ring of a solid ring is solid. 
(ail. A tensor product of two solid rings is solid, 
(iii). A direct iimit (over a directed system) of solid rings is wiid. 
We shall in fact show in 153 that every solid ring may be obtained from the rings 
2.S. using only 2.6 (iii). 
We conclude this set tion by recalling from (5, p. )65] : 
$j 3. Determination of all solid rings 
We shall End all sohd rings and thereby find all possibfe cores of rings. Very 
briefy our resuft is 
This wit1 be proved in 39. To give a more explicit description, we introduce: 
the ring 
where J and A” are infinite sets of primes with k’ C J and where each e(p, is a posi- 
tive integer. Then R is solid, and we shall prove in 3.12 that 
(3.3) 
where R’ is the torsion subgroup of R. 
We can now identify all the solid rings. 
3.9. Pmf of Pmpdtion 3.t. Let R be ;I solid ring, and note that 
rt R, WC the finitely generated (as rings) subr~ngs of R. Thus 
tes wth direct limits ovc’r directed systems. Swe each K, IS 
each of the torston subgroups Rk is annihtiated by some positive integer. 
its X6 3.8 each CR, is one of tire rings 2.5. 
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Prod. By 3.9 there is an ~scvmxphism 
where R$ is a directed system of subrmgs in K with each R, pivcn by’2.5 (ii). 
(iii). Thus 
and the structure of these limits is easily determined after first finding all possible 
mononrorphisms among the rings 1.5 (ii). (iii). 
Proof. This lultows from Lcmtnas 2.3 and 3.6 . 
3.12. Proof of (3.3) and (3.4). These follow e,assily from Lemmas 3.10 and 3. I 1. 
3.13. Proof of 3.5. It will suffice to suppose that R is a solid ring which does not 
satisfy &r conditions of Lemmas 3X1.3.7 or 3.8. Thus by Lemma 3.10 
where .I and K arc infintte sets of prime:i with .K C J and each r(y) is a positive 
integer. Using (3.3) and (3.4) it is straightforward to show that the natur,?l map 
is an isoniorphism. 
* 4. Replacing coefficient ringi by their cores v. 
the proofs we shall need 
hmf. By a theorem of M, Auslander [.sce[6, p. 72) j ia suffkes to show 
43;. Pm-J' uf Propositiwn 4,l. Jt clearly suffices to show that z&Y; R) = 0 if and 
(iiitiy tf If,@‘; CR) = 0. The “if*-’ part follows since R is a CR-module. For the “only 
if”’ part one uses Lemma 4.4 and a direct hmit argument 1.0 show that %JX; CR) 
- &?‘: R ) is a monomorphism. 
4.6. Pmf caf Pmposition 4 2. We shall freely use the notation of [?I, First suppose 
5 + T 1s 3 rmg homomorphism and that there exists an abelian group homo- 
nmg : T-+SwithgfI)= 1. 
1. For any space A’, finduces an isomorphism 
e two natural spectral sequences associated with the double 
c&lain complex of n,T S X. Applying the usual collapse lemmas (e.g. see [ 2, J (,).r’, 1 1, 
ow SLOWS that these spectral sequences collapse to l~*n~s,Y and R “rrt’T’X. so the 
claim follows easily. 
C?dm 2. The inclusion CR C R induces an isomorphism 
Let N be a finitely generated &module with cR C Iv C R. Then ivy Lemma 4.4. 
N can be given an “artificial” ring multiplication such that the inclusion CR -4’ 
is a ring homomorphism, and by Claim 1 
is an isomurphism. A direct hmit argument now i:ornpletes the proof-. (We have 
used implicitly the fact that the “cohomotopy” groups of a cosimplicial abeiian 
group can be dctined withaut using the codegeneracy operators.) 
Now Proposition 4 2 follows from Claim 2 using 12. IO.Zj and [IJ, 16.1 (ii)]. 
4.7. Prwf of Proposition 4.3, Recall from 141 that I:;rX;R) is the spectral 
sequence assaclated with a tc_#wer of fibrations . . . -+ R,,X -+ R,, ._ l A’ -+ . . . whose 
inverse limit is RcoX. It is ztraightkward to deduce from Prcjposition C! that the 
first derived tower of . . . .-* I+R ),A’ - n&.R),, _, i X --* . . . maps isomorphically 
to the first derived tower of’ . . . --+ R&N + n& IX -+ . . . ; moreover, these 
derived towers art” trivial for i = 0 and surjcctive for i = I. Via al@* argument, 
this irnphes that (CR ),X +,!? X is a homotopy equivalence. Full details will rrc . 
appear elsewhere, 
g 5. Proof of Lemma 2.3 
5.1. The map +c:: Z, @ cR -+ c(Z, C9 R ). For a ring R and YZ 2 2, let g be the restric- 
tion of’ the obvious map Zfl @ CR --t Ztl 03 R. It will suffice to show that 9 is an 
isomorphism since a direct limit argument then gives Lemma 2.3. For this. fjrst 
note that if I E R is of’ order P)I < QO then cR * 2, and + is an isomorphism, be- 
cause the sub-group Z,, C R generated by 1 is a direct summand (as in Lemma 
3.6 1. Moreover, \u” is always onto since c‘(%,* @ K ) is a cyclic ring. Also if R is torsion 
free (as an abetian group) then q is an isomorphism, since a direct computation 
here easily shows Z, @ CR + Z, @ R is injective. 
To go fut ther we must recall from 111 ; 
5.2. T'k4nsifsrrr complex C(R). For a ring K let 
en CfR) is a chain complex with 
H"C(R)=cR . 
WC(R)=Z, ifq = 0, 
=0 0thcwise. 
Qtsof, The inclusion in R of the subgroup generated by 1, Z, C R , has a left inverse 
group homomorphism s : R + Zn (see Lemma 3.6). A contracting homotopy for 
C(R ) (augmented by Zn ) is given by 
C4(R)=R(XIR~...OR~~~~'%n~R~...qpR=Cq~.'(R). 
&edl that R" denotes the torsion subgroup of a ring R. 
5.4, LRmm. If ?zRr = O&r some n L 2 then 
ppoo?, ?‘enooring the natural short exact sequence of chain complexes 
w 0 --*Ker- C(R)---+C(R/R')-0 
a short exact sequence 
i R)---+C(Zn@RIR')--+O, 
0 --.- (CR )’ ------+ & @j & -----13 %I1 @ Cl&f/$ t ) .---3 () 
5.5. Proof of Lemma 2.3. As noted in 5.1, it stltfkes to shrew that 
